Guide for AG-CX350 clip import from SD,P2 card on (Win) DaVinci Resolve Studio16  Ver.16.1

1. Select a P2 card on Media Page.
2. Thumbnails are displayed by selecting [CONTENTS]¥[AVCLIP] folder.
3. Select clips and import them by drag and drop into a bin.

Import by drag and drop clips into a bin.
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**< Import MOV >**
1. Select a SD card on Media Page.
2. Thumbnails are displayed by selecting [PANA_GRP] folder of the card.
3. Select clips and import them by drag and drop into a bin.

**< Import AVCHD >**
1. Select a SD card on Media Page.
2. Thumbnails are displayed by selecting [AVCHD] folder.
3. Select clips and import them by drag and drop into a bin.

Import by drag and drop clips into a bin.